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ABSTRACT
The digital camera revolution has changed the world
of photography and now most people have access to,
and even regularly carry, a digital camera. Often these
cameras have been designed with simplicity in mind:
they harness a variety of sophisticated technologies in
order to automatically take care of all manner of com-
plex settings (aperture, shutter speed, flash etc.) for
point-and-shoot ease, these assistive features are usu-
ally incorporated directly into the cameras interface.
However, there is little or no support for the end-user
when it comes to helping them to compose or frame a
scene. To this end we describe a novel recommendation
process which uses a variety of intelligent and assistive
interfaces to guide the user in taking relevant compo-
sitions given their current location and scene context.
This application has been implemented on the Android
platform and we describe its core user interaction, rec-
ommendation technologies and demonstrate its effec-
tiveness in a number of real-world scenarios. Specifi-
cally we report on the results of a live-user trial of the
technology in a real-world tourist setting.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.1 Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities:
H.5.2 Graphical user Interfaces (GUI)Prototyping

General Terms
Design, Experimentation

INTRODUCTION
The success of digital cameras means that the world of
photography has changed forever. But, the first gener-
ation of dedicated point-and-shoot digital cameras rep-
resent only the beginning of a much broader revolution.
Today many of us carry a digital camera with us every-
where we go; they are a common feature of a modern
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mobile phone. This has lead to an explosion of photo-
graphic content, which has been created and uploaded
to a variety of photo-sharing services. In parallel, con-
siderable research effort has been focused on assisting
users when it comes to capturing and managing images.
For example, in addition to the auto-exposure setting
features of most modern cameras, new advances in face
recognition are now being used to help users to improve
portrait style photography by auto-focusing on faces in
a scene [4].

Recently, cameras have started to become available equi-
pped with location sensing technology and digital com-
passes and this introduces some interesting new oppor-
tunities when it comes to helping novice users to take
better quality photos. Indeed, while modern cameras
have sophisticated auto-exposure modes (to take care
of aperture and shutter speed, flash, etc.) [6] there is
little or no support for the end-user when it comes to
helping them to compose or frame a scene. Simply put,
modern point-and-shoot cameras work well to set the
exposure settings that are appropriate to a given scene
but they don’t help the user when it comes to picking
an interesting shot or framing the scene. This is what
photographers refer to as the composition problem [24]
and choosing the right composition is a key ingredient
when it comes to taking high-quality photographs.

In this paper, we consider this composition problem as
a novel type of recommendation opportunity whereby
individual users are prompted through the cameras user
interface, as they setup to take a photograph, with
nearby examples of relevant, well-composed, previously
taken photographs. In other words, we can recommend
a short-list of high-quality, well-composed photographs
to the user, based on their current location, lighting
conditions, etc. in the hope that one of these compo-
sitions may usefully guide the photographer with re-
spect to their current photograph. This represents an
interesting user experience for a number of reasons, in
particular the use of contextual information from the
physical world (location, time, lighting, etc.) is related
to recent work in context-aware systems research [2, 9,
15, 20]. Moreover, this is an opportunity to introduce
recommender systems into an existing and ubiquitous
consumer technology, namely digital cameras and cam-
era phones, where there is a pre-existing history of so-
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phisticated assistive technologies and thirdly, this work
is enabled by recent device advances (e.g. GPS and digi-
tal compass technologies as standard in modern camera
phones) and online services such as geo-coded image
repositories like Panaramio1, without which this work
would not be practically possible.

In this paper then, we describe our initial attempt at
developing the social camera, which embodies our intel-
ligent interface to assist users with compositional sup-
port. The application has been developed on the An-
droid2 platform and we describe the user experience,
interactions and demonstrate its effectiveness in a num-
ber of real-world scenarios. In addition we describe the
results of an initial live-user field-trial involving a group
of 21 foreign tourists selected at random. In future we
would like to perform an evaluation with more users,
however due to hardware issues we could not perform
this in our initial trial.

BACKGROUND
The work described in this paper brings together ideas
from a number of different areas of research including,
recommender systems, image retrieval, context-aware
systems, mobile computing, computational photogra-
phy, and the sensor web. These combined techniques
provide a powerful user interaction experience which
can be used to create a intuitive supportive user inter-
face.

A core element of our social camera system concerns the
ability to identify and retrieve relevant images and there
has been considerable work to date on image retrieval
in general. In particular, content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) approaches seek to understand the content of
an image by using a variety of image analysis techniques
to extract core image features as the basis for match-
ing during retrieval; typically these approaches are nec-
essary when traditional forms of indexing information
(such as descriptive text) are unavailable [19]. For ex-
ample, colour histogram, edge detection, and shape ex-
traction techniques have all been used as the basis for
image retrieval; see for example [10, 11, 17]. On their
own however these intrinsic properties of an image are
rarely sufficiently informative to drive an effective im-
age retrieval system and so researchers have begun to
look beyond the image towards extrinsic forms of in-
formation that may be used during retrieval. For ex-
ample, recently the work of Von Ahn [21] and others
have demonstrated how image representations can be
greatly enhanced with tags, and how people can be en-
couraged, and are willing to, provide tags that carry se-
mantically rich information about images. In our work,
we are focused on image retrieval in a mobile context
and this provides additional sources of informative fea-
tures that can be used to greatly constrain the retrieval
task. For instance, the availability of accurate location
information (via GPS sensors) is one obvious source of

1www.panoramio.com
2www.android.com

context information and this type of information has
been harnessed as the basis for tag inferencing during
image retrieval [16].

Indeed the availability of rich context information has
led to an increasing interest in context-aware systems;
see [14, 20, 22]. Generally speaking there are different
forms of context (as opposed to user preferences) that
can be used to guide user interactions within mobile in-
terfaces. Contextual features have long been used by
ubiquitous technologies to provide additional support
when making computational decisions and supporting
user interactions [5]. For example, the early work of
Van Setten et al. [20] specifically focused on the role of
location information in a mobile recommender systems
for tourism applications. In this work they specifically
focused on the combination of context-awareness and
recommender systems in order to guide tourists around
points-of-interest based on their preferences and con-
text. The recommender systems interface would adapt
as the user moved through the physical world.

The digital photography field has recently begun to ex-
perience the incorporation of contextual features when
taking a picture. For instance, context has been used
during the picture taking process to add additional ef-
fects to pictures as they are taken, the photographer
can adapt how these features such as sound and light
affect the image in the camera’s interface [9]. This helps
capture more than the standard visual experience asso-
ciated with typical digital cameras. A lot of work has
been carried out in the post picture taking process to
add contextual information to images so that they can
be managed and navigated in an easier fashion [13]. Us-
ing this technique other users can find more meaningful
experiences through using the contextual information
during their experience to better associate similar con-
text.

In this paper, we are concerned primarily with a very
familiar real-world scenario — helping people to take
photographs — and, as we all know, the world of per-
sonal photography has changed dramatically over the
past ten years, and will continue to do so [7]. We
believe that the time is now right for more dynamic
and intelligent interfaces to play an important role in a
new generation of connected cameras, especially when it
comes to providing intelligent assistance to the user. Of
course, digital camera manufacturers and users alike are
already all too familiar with the important role that so-
phisticated computational techniques have played when
it comes to supporting image capture and processing.
A wide range of techniques are now routinely employed
by even the most basic of digital cameras when it comes
to focus, aperture, speed and other exposure settings.
Indeed more recently we have seen a new generation
of features, based on on-camera image processing, to
further assist the user. For example, sophisticated ob-
ject and face detection techniques can be implemented
in real-time so that prominent objects can be identified
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within a scene for improved focus and exposure settings
[12]. The dreaded ”red-eye” effect can now be removed
using a combination of face detection and local colour
manipulation [8]. Images that have been blurred by
unwanted camera shaking can be repaired to produce
sharply focused images [23] and sequences of connected
images can be automatically stitched together to form
seamless panoramas [3]. The point we wish to make
here is that these sophisticated information processing
techniques are central to the digital camera revolution
and mainstream digital cameras and thus there is al-
ready a platform that exists which is capable of sup-
porting further innovation in the direction of features
to help photographers, from novice to expert, and it is
in this context that we propose our social camera sys-
tem. A system which takes advantage of new location
sensing features of modern cameras and the availability
of emerging, high-quality, geo-coded image repositories,
in order to deliver image suggestions to users as a way
to provide framing and composition advice. One area
of assistance which has so far been ignored by the cam-
era manufacturers. Previous attempts have been made
to computationally calculate photo composition based
on attributes such as the relative orientation from which
the camera views the subject, subjects may be carefully
positioned in the frame to determine visual weight, the
distance from the camera and the size of the item in
the photo [1, 18]. These approaches use formal verifica-
tions to declare what a good composition is, while this
approach provides useful insight into creating dynamic,
well composed photos. We believe that our social filter-
ing process helps ensure that pictures which are thought
of as well composed are offered to the end user in our
interface, as opposed to a mathematically well defined
image. These approaches present some complications
such as good composition being subjective. Also, these
approaches were carried out in laboratories and virtual
environments, our work is carried out in a real world
scenario with random users from the street. This obvi-
ously presents differing challenges.

THE SOCIAL CAMERA
To recap, our aim in this work is to develop a inter-
face to assist users when taking pictures that is capable
of recommending well-composed photographs to a user,
which are relevant to the current location and setting,
as a way to help the user take better pictures for them-
selves. This is achieved by not only using a variety of
contextual features but also through the use of social
ranking around the pictures quality from panaramio.
When designing the user interface for this recommen-
dation technology a number of important considerations
must be catered for. Firstly, the entire process should
be as intuitive and unobtrusive as possible, taking a pic-
ture currently on most camera phones involves a simple
point and shoot approach. Secondly, as the work is car-
ried out on a low powered device, we want the entire
experience to be as quick as possible. Additionally a
number of important ideas should be considered when
creating the recommendation aspect of the system: (1)

understanding the user’s current context as the basis for
a recommendation query; (2) selecting a suitable set of
candidate images from an online image repository; (3)
ranking these candidates and selecting a short-list for
recommendation to the end-user. In this section we
describe the form and function of the social camera ap-
plication, focusing on these three issues in particular.

Architecture
The overall social camera system is divided into 3 main
components — the camera component or social camera
app, the recommendation engine, and the image server
— as shown in Figure 1. The camera component is the
actual software that runs on the camera. This has been
implemented on the Android platform and is responsi-
ble for handling the core image capture functions of the
camera itself, as well as providing the primary interface
between the user, the user’s context and the recommen-
dation service. Each time the user points the camera at
a scene, the social camera app generates a set of context
features from the current scene settings. These features
include the current time, GPS coordinates, compass di-
rection, lighting conditions, as well as the current cam-
era settings, such as aperture and ISO speed; see Figure
2 for an example of these various context features. In
short, these features provide a detailed representation of
the current scene context. They represent not just the
current location (GPS) but also the direction that the
camera is pointing (digital compass) and photos that
have similar location and compass features are likely to
capture very much the same scene that the user is cur-
rently seeing. Features such as camera’s ISO, aperture,
and exposure time settings are set automatically by the
camera device and they capture important information
about the lighting conditions that currently exist; im-
ages that match in terms of their lighting conditions
are therefore likely to be good matches for the current
scene, from an exposure viewpoint.

In combination then, these context features provide the
basis for image retrieval. In the case of social camera,
we rely on a variety of online image repositories, such
as Panaramio3 where users have uploaded GPS-tagged
photographs, complete with relevant EXIF4 (Figure 2)
meta-data (ISO, aperture, etc.) and the recommenda-
tion engine selects relevant images based on a matching
function that compares the current user context to the
meta-data stored with the images (Section ). This pro-
vides a short-list of relevant, high-quality images that
can be ranked and presented to the user through the
social camera app.

As with any consumer-facing technology, the user ex-
perience is a vital success factor and special care and
attention has been paid to the development of an simple
but powerful user interface for the social camera app.
There are three basic parts to the social camera in-
terface: photo recommendation, directional assistance,

3www.panoramio.com
4www.exif.org
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Figure 1. System Architecture of the Context-Aware Social Camera

and framing assistance. Obviously, the context cap-
ture functionality remains invisible to the user and is
activated when they point the social camera app at a
particular scene. But once a suitable set of recommen-
dations have been located the user is given the option
to review these as examples of high-quality images that
have been take nearby; this is the photo recommen-
dation component. If the user chooses an image that
they would like then the interface provides on-screen
directional assistance to the user to help them to better
re-orientate themselves so as to be more closely aligned
with the chosen image-scene. Once the user has aligned
themselves with the relevant scene then they can receive
framing advice, effectively overlaying the chosen image
on the current scene as a transparent overlay so that
the user can more precisely compose their own photo-
graph. In what follows, we will describe the social cam-
era interface. This includes the location search, photo
recommendation, directional assistance, framing assis-
tance and finally a walk through of the recommendation
process.

<context id=”12345” user=”abcde”>
 <feature name=”DateTime”><value>2010:01:17 15:16:21</value></feature>
 <feature name=”Lighting”><value></value>77/10</feature>
 <feature name=”CompassDirection”><value>15.463</value></feature>
 <feature name=”Location”>      
  <property name=”longitude”><value>53-18-26.56N</value></feature>
  <property name=”latitude”><value>6-13-21.08W</value></feature>
 </feature>
 <feature name=”ISOSpeedRatings”><value>100</value></feature>  
 <feature name=”AperatureValue><value>37/10</value></feature>
</context>

Figure 2. Example context information.

SOCIAL CAMERA INTERFACE
Figure 3 presents screenshots of the social camera app
in action. In this case the user is located near to Tower
Bridge in London and in what follows we will summa-
rize a brief walk-through of the assistive technologies in
action.

Location Selection
When the social camera app is activated the user is first
presented with a location selection screen; Figure 3(a).
This screen covers the entire recommendation process
during the user session. A user can click and drag to ex-
pand the search area which is represented by coloured
circle which grows around the users current position.
Typically the user quickly moves off this screen but
it does provide an opportunity to adjust some of the
recommendation settings if desired. For example, by
default the social camera, as mentioned above, will fo-
cus on retrieving images that were taken from positions
no more than 50m from their current position. This
interface allows the user to easily adjust this default
by either extending or contracting the location disc as
shown; indeed the user can also use this feature as a
way to relocate their current position manually, in order
to review photo recommendations from other locations,
for example. One beneficial use for this aspect is when
the current position the user is in has a low number of
high quality photos. Expanding the search can provide
better results for them to work from.

Photo Recommendation
Once the user is satisfied with their location, the social
camera retrieves a ranked list of images according to the
recommendation strategy outlined in the previous sec-
tion; see Figure 3(b). From an interface standpoint the
user can simply cycle through these images until they
find one that they like. In this example, let’s assume
that the user has selected the lower image in Figure
3(b) and wished to take a similar shot. Once the image
has been selected the social camera app will adjust the
camera’s current exposure settings to match those of
the current image, allowing for variations in lighting as
appropriate; priority is given to aperture in the current
system. The selection process involves a colour being
associated with each selected image. This is used as a
cue for the user to remember positional aspects of the
photo in later stages of the picture taking process.
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Figure 3. a) Selecting your location. b) Available images from the Photo Recommendation list. c) Viewfinder image
with Directional Assistance. d) Increasing the opacity of the recommended image with the Compositional Assistance
tool.

Directional Assistance
Having selected the image the user now needs to bet-
ter position themselves in order to take a similar image.
The social camera interface helps the user get into po-
sition and as shown in Figure 3(c), a simple form of
directional assistance is provided. In the top left cor-
ner of the screen, the photographer positioning for the
selected images are displayed on a dynamically chang-
ing positioning radar. The radar updates as the user
moves about and helps the user to get to the correct lo-
cation. The idea here is for the users to get the colour
coded marks which represent each of the selected photo
recommendation to the center of the circular radar. Ad-
ditionally, the user is guided to adjust their position so
that the colour-coded recommendation icon presented
in the centre of the screen. Is the user’s current posi-
tion is too far off to the left, for example, then the icon
will appear on the right-hand side of their screen, and
as the adjust their positioning it will move towards the
centre of the screen; in Figure 3(c) we can see that the
user has adjusted their positioning so as to be aligned
just slightly to the left of the retrieved image’s position.

Framing Assistance
The directional assistance feature is unlikely to produce
a perfect alignment between user and recommended im-
age. There are limits to the accuracy of current GPS lo-
cation sensing technologies which ultimately mean that
the directional assistance feature is useful for some rough
positional adjustments. The final feature of the social
camera interface is designed to help with the final fram-
ing of the user’s photograph. Basically, this allows for
the current recommended image to be overlaid on the
current viewfinder scene as a transparent overlay; the
degree of transparency can be adjusted by the user with
the on-screen slider.

In this way the user can make some fine-tuned adjust-
ments to their framing and position. In Figure 3(d)
for example, we can see that the user has reproduced
very closely the recommended image and is now ready
to take their own photograph. This is quite advanta-
geous as it also allows external objects such as people
or alternative landmarks to be incorporated into a pho-
tograph which has already been deemed of high quality
composition. Of course at any time the user can just de-
cide to take a photo; they are not compelled to exactly
replicate the recommended image.

Recommendation Process
Having described the interface and explained the user
interaction with the social camera system we now de-
scribe the recommendation algorithm. The summary
algorithm is presented in Figure 4. The basic input to
the recommender include the context profile (CP ) and
the number of images to return as recommendations to
the end-user (k), typically we return 5 images. The first
step of the recommendation engine is to locate a suit-
able set of images that match in terms of their location
and direction properties. This is a key point. There is
little benefit to presenting the user with photos, no mat-
ter how well composed they are, if the photos bear no
resemblance to their current scene and location. Simi-
larly, all things being equal it makes sense to prioritise
photos from a given location that have similar direc-
tional information. For this reason, during this stage of
the recommendation process we retrieve a set of n im-
ages (where n is typically 100) such that these images
are within 50m of the current location and at a similar
time of day; there is little advantage to presenting the
user with a night-shot if they are experiencing bright
sunshine. Next these images are then scored according
to a combination of how close they are to the users cur-
rent position and the angular difference between their
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Figure 4. The recommendation algorithm.

direction and the users current direction, as shown in
Lines 8-17. Many image repositories allow users to rate
images and this information can be used by our recom-
mender to give preference to images that seem to be well
liked, on the assumption that such images are likely to
be of higher quality; see Line 10. This provides a set of
recommendation candidates that are likely to be recog-
nisable within the view of the current user and have
been rated as high quality photos by users of the image
provider from which the images have been sourced.

Next, we use further scoring functions in order to eval-
uate the utility of these recommendation candidates.
First we score the images based on the time in the meta
data (see Lines 18-26). Then we score the images based
on how closely their ExIf related settings (Aperture,
Light, etc.) match the current user’s context features
(see Lines 27-36). This will allow us to give a prefer-

ence to photos taken under similar exposure settings; it
may be a particularly dull day leading to the need for a
longer exposure time or a greater aperture setting, for
example.

We now have a set of images that have been taken in
the vicinity of the current user, at a similar time of
day and these images have been scored according to
their precise proximity, exposure settings, and popular-
ity. To produce a final set of k recommendations we
take the top rated images which were scored in the pre-
vious functions with differing weighting scores.

Discussion
In this section we have briefly described one simple use-
case of the social camera app. It might seem that all
we are doing here is helping the user to take the same
type of photos that have already been taken by others
and one could reasonably ask whether this is worth-
while (versus just adding other people’s photos to your
albums). Our expectations are somewhat different how-
ever. We do expect that some people will use social
camera in just this way, but rather than just replicate
the photos of others who have gone before them, we
expect that they will take guidance from the recom-
mender while ultimately taking their own unique pic-
ture. For example, some users will wish to reproduce
their own image of Tower Bridge but with their own
family members in the shot. More generally, however,
we hope that this type of interface assistance will serve
to gradually improve the ability of users to frame and
compose interesting shots and so improve the quality of
the photographs they produce in the long-term.

USER STUDY
To evaluate this first version of the social camera we
chose to perform a live-user field-trial for foreign tourists
in Dublin. The trial took place over a 3 day period
(Early 7 to April 9, 2010) and involved randomly se-
lected, individual tourists nearby to four famous Dublin
landmarks.

Figure 5. Preferred Camera Type Of Participants

In total 21 tourists participated in the trial: 8 female
and 13 male; ranging in age from their late teens to their
forties; approximately half of the participants in their
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30s. The participants came from 8 different countries
including Germany, Sweden, Italy and as far away as
Mexico and New Zealand.

Figure 6. Perceived Photography Expertise

Methodology
The trial involved 3 separate stages and typically in-
volved a 15-20 minute interaction with the participant:

1. Background Survey — During this stage the users
completed a short survey documenting their photo-
graphic expertise (beginner, intermediate, expert -
expert) and the various tools and equipment they
were used to using (whether they used digital or film
cameras etc). Figure 5 presents the results of this sur-
vey, showing the number of participants listing differ-
ent types of camera (mobile phone, point-and-shoot
compact camera, digital SLR, analog/film camera) as
their primary camera, and Figure 6 shows the number
of people who rated themselves as beginners, interme-
diates, and experts.

2. Social Camera Trial — Next, the participants were
given a brief tutorial of the social camera app inter-
face and an explanation of user interaction was given
(remember it has been implemented on a standard
HTC Android phone) participants were then asked
to try out the interface to take a few pictures in their
current location. They were specifically asked to pay
attention to the recommended photos, the directional
assistance, and the framing assistance interface com-
ponents. Participants were asked to take photos with
and without these assistive interface features. On av-
erage the typical user took 2-3 photos.

3. Outcome Survey — Finally, having used the social
camera, each participant was asked for their views
of the key photo recommendation, directional assis-
tance, and framing assistance interface features. The
participants were asked to comment on whether they
would use such a feature if it was available on their
own camera (a simple ’yes’ or ’no’ response), whether
they found the interface to be intuitive and easy to
use (on a scale of 1 to 5), and how they judged the
quality of the results (again on a scale of 1 to 5).

Results
A summary of the key results from the survey is pre-
sented in Figure 7(a-i). In each case we have presented
a bar chart of the average ratings provided by the par-
ticipants, for the key features under investigation, and
we have segmented these averages according to photo-
graphic expertise (novice vs. intermediate vs. expert)
of the participants.

In the photo recommendation feature, we found a very
high acceptance rate of this feature, amongst each user
group. For example all of the expert users indicated
that they would be interested in having access to an in-
terface which provided a list of relevant photos based on
their current location to serve as a source of inspiration
(Figure 7(a)). In fact we had expected that, overall,
this interface feature, and the social camera in general,
would appeal to more novice users, but clearly this is
not the case with only 65% of novices indicating an in-
terest in this feature. The results were less overwhelm-
ing, although still broadly positive, when we look at the
ease of use and quality of result metrics Figure 7(b &
c). Once again the experts seemed happier with the fea-
ture. On average expert users scored its ease-of-use as a
4, compared to just over 3 out of 5 for the novices, and
when it came to the quality of the results (that is the
quality of the actual photos that were recommended)
the experts scored them at about 3.5 out of 5 compared
to just over 3 out of 5 for the novices.

Its worth highlighting a few points at this stage. First
of all, the interface on the first version of the social
camera was used on a low quality screen which meant
it did not always work well in bright conditions and not
all of the users are familiar with touch-based interfaces.
Likewise when it comes to recommendation quality we
are limited to the set of geo-coded images that are avail-
able for Dublin’s tourist hotspots on Panoramio; given
the need to filter photos by location and context there
are no guarantees that there will be a critical mass of
high-quality photos as the basis for recommendation.

Of the three key features under investigation, the direc-
tional assistance feature fared least well. A small ma-
jority of users indicated they would not be interested
in this feature and overall most found it difficult to use
and with limited results. Again there are some likely
reasons for this. Of all the three interface features the
directional assistance feature proved to be very sensi-
tive to bright daylight and many users could not easily
see the directional indicator or the radar as they tried
to line up the camera. In turn, because of the inherent
lack of location accuracy that is built into GPS, it is
not possible to guarantee lining up the user with the
recommended photo position precisely, even when the
user carefully follows the directional advice. Neverthe-
less, on average, the users rated the quality of the result
of the directional assistance at a very respectable 3 out
of 5. Directional assistance problems aside, once users
did get to roughly line up the social camera with the
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Figure 7. Results for the three assistive technologies of Social Camera

target scene they reported strong acceptance (at least
among the intermediate and expert users) for the com-
positional assistance feature. For example, in Figure
7(g) we see that 80% of experts and intermediate users
indicated a general acceptance of this feature. Once
again there are some interface challenges — on average
users rated the features ease of use at about 3 out of 5
— and bright sunlight did tend to interfere, at least on
the Android screen, with the transparency of the rec-
ommended image. Once again though, users seemed to
be broadly happy with the quality of the results — the
end photograph that they took — giving a rating of just
over 3 out of 5.

Professional Opinion
Finally, we also took the opportunity to have a sam-
ple of the images taken by the trial participants, with
and without the assistance of the social camera recom-
mendation features, reviewed by a professional photog-
rapher. However, due to a technical issue, not all pho-
tos saved successfully to the storage device therefore we
could only consider users that had all their photos avail-
able. Therefore we picked a random sample of 34 pho-
tos, 19 photos were produced with the assistance of the

social camera recommendation features, while 15 pho-
tos were produced by the social camera app but with
its recommendation features switched off. We asked
our professional photographer to grade each image ac-
cording to whether it was properly framed / composed
or not; we specifically asked the photographer to con-
sider the composition of the photos only, ignoring other
aspects such as focus, exposure, etc. Approximately
67% of the photos taken with the benefit of social cam-
era’s recommendation features were judged to be well
framed/composed compared to only 58% of the photos
taken without any recommendation assistance (See Fig-
ure 8) . While these results are based on a small sam-
ple size they do suggest that those produced with the
assistance of social camera’s recommendation features
seem to lead to better compositions, all other things be-
ing equal. Of course in reality all other things are not
equal: different users may be more or less able to frame
their photos effectively which will certainly impact on
the quality of the final image.

DISCUSSION
Overall we view the results of this initial user study
to be broadly positive, especially given the constraints
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Figure 8. Number of well composed photos

under which the study operated. For example, there are
a number of factors that mitigate against very positive
results:

1. The current social camera app has been developed
on an Android phone. Of course this means that the
device is a phone first and a camera second and so its
ability to take high quality photos is not necessarily
a match to that of a dedicated camera.

2. As it turned out there were some visibility problems
during the trial that were exacerbated by the limited
brightness of the Android display and the novelty of
a touch-based interface.

3. As mentioned previously there are fundamental lim-
its when it comes to accurate location sensing and
the availability of critical mass of high-quality, rele-
vant images, and these no doubt impacted on overall
impressions of the system.

4. And of course we were asking random users to try
an entirely different camera and interface to the one
they were used to using. Within the constraints of
a short trial, users will always face certain challenges
in trying to adapt to an unfamiliar interface.

Nevertheless, the results do suggest that there is an
interesting opportunity for a recommender system to
drive the photography interface on a digital camera,
thus playing a novel role in providing users with assis-
tance when it comes to the proper framing and com-
position of scenes. We asked subjects how often they
used other assistive features on their digital cameras.
The typical results which came out from this were that
many people did use many of the features, but not as
expert users and did not always feel as if it was some-
thing they required to use when they took photos. Fi-
nally, while our work was aimed at helping novices, we
found that expert photographers thoroughly enjoyed us-
ing the social camera due to the serendipitous photo and
location discovery resulting from the image recommen-
dation process. While these photographers did not nec-
essarily feel the need for an assistive feature in taking
a picture, they did enjoy being introduced to photo-
graphic landmarks that they would have otherwise not

known about. Alternatively we found novice users who
did not find the technology useful were typically users
who were not comfortable with touch screen technol-
ogy, or augmented reality applications. Obviously this
is not the case for all users who had a less than positive
sentiment towards the social camera, but it was cer-
tainly a consideration that should be made for future
work. Based on our work we identified two core uses
for social camera, firstly a tool to help users compose a
higher quality photo, these users could be attempting
to mimic an image but ideally they could be trying to
either improve their own understanding of composition
by using high quality images as a guide. Alternatively a
family or friend may be trying to include their acquain-
tances in a well taken picture while on holiday. The
second class of user could be someone who uses social
camera as a tool to plan photographic outings.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have explored a novel application of
a recommender system interface. The basic idea is to
provide assistance to users as they prepare to take pho-
tographs. Specifically we have argued the need for com-
position and framing advice so that users can learn how
to compose a well-framed photograph. Current digital
camera technologies are very much lacking in this re-
gard. As such we have described the design and devel-
opment of the social camera system. This has been fully
developed as an Android app. It provides users with
recommendations of well-framed photographs based on
their current context (location, direction, lighting con-
ditions) so that the user can easily emulate an image of
their choosing and, in the long-run, improve their own
photographic competence.We have also described the
results of an initial live-user field trial involving random
tourists across a number of Dublin’s tourist hotspots.
The results of the trial suggest that this social camera
app has the potential to provide a useful service. A ma-
jority of users liked the photo recommendation feature
and also the framing assistance. There are some chal-
lenges when it comes to improving the user interface
and overall user experience but we believe that this is
a very interesting and new approach to user interface
design and recommender systems.
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